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1 Introduction
Collective drop behavior is encountered in sprays produced for a variety of appli-
cations : fuel sprays produced for combusting  devices, metal sprays produced for
coating, paint sprays, printer sprays, atmospheric clouds, etc.. There is experimental
evidence that clusters of drops exist both in combusting  [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], and non-
combusting  sprays for atomizers used in combusting  devices [6], [3], [4] . Clusters of
drops have also been observed in round jets laden with solid glass beads [7], although
the glass beads (of 55p radius) did not behave entirely like liquid drops due to their
large inertia. The existence of these clusters of drops indicates that the interaction
among the drops is important in determining the dynamics of the drops because the
drop proximity changes the flow around the individual drops in waya that affects
the drag on each drop. Additionally, if there is a phase change between the liquid
drops and the gaseous surroundings (either evaporation or condensation), this will
d
also influence the flow around the individual drops ; and phase change is also affected
by the drop proximity. If evaporation occurs, it is the drop heat up that is affected
by drop proximity and the build up of fuel vapor in the interstitial space among
drops might lead to saturation of the gas, resulting in termination of evaporation. If
condensation occurs, such as in atmospheric clouds, the rate of mass transfer to the
hotter liquid drops from the colder gas results in the reduction of the temperature
differential between phases and thus might terminate phase change ; and the rate of
mass transfer depends upon drop proximity.
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These simple examples illustrate the difficulty of studying the dynamics of clusters
of drops in all flows : the intimate coupling between the dynamics and the thermody-
namics of the drops with the flow around the drops, and the nofllnearities  involved
in this coupling present a formidable challenge both to the expenmentalists  and to
the modelers. Moreover, most flows encountered in practical situations are turbulent,
thus compounding the difficulties.
The point of departure for the understanding of the complex interactions among
drops and flow is the behavior of a single, isolated particle in a turbulent flow ; such
studks  have been carried out either with individual drops or with dilute collections
of drops where the very large distance between particles compared to the size of the
particles made them behave as if they were isolated from each other. Although there
have been many interesting studies of isolated drop behavior, both experimentally
and theoretically, such as [8] , [9] , [10], [11], [12], it is the body of studies performed
by Crowe and his coworkers [13], [14], [15] which has provided a systematic frame for
categorizing the interactions between drops and flow in the context of sprays through
the Stokes number, St = 2plR2Au/(9p9L),  where pl is the liquid density, R is the
drop radius, Au is a characteristic velocity slip between drops and gas, P9 is the gas
viscosity, and L is a characteristic length associated with the gas flow. The Stokes
number had been previously used to study the interaction between a particle and a
flow, but in the context of a spray it is interpreted to quantify the interaction between
turbulent structures of various scales and the drops.- -Figure 1 reproduced from [14]
shows the fate of the drops according to their Stokes-number. Thus, if St << 1, the
drops follow faithfully the flow; if St >>1, the drops do not have time to interact with
the flow and their behavior is then independent of the flow ; and if St = 0(1), then
the drops interact with the flow and there is a slip velocity between drops and flow.
Fhrther  experimental work by Goix and Edwards[16]  confirmed this discrimination of
the drops motion in terms of the Stokes number. It should be noticed that in order
to calculate the Stokes number, one has to be able to calculate accurately this slip
velocity.
For a single drop, the calculation of the slip velocity involves well-established
equations [11] . In particular, the definition of the drag force on a drop implies
that the velocity field around a drop is accurately known. Thus, the conventionalm
formalism can be used only when one can measure or calculate the velocity field at a
scale smaller than the drop spacing.
In most realistic situations, it is impossible and/or practical to know the velocity
-s between the drops, especially in dense regions of a spray. This is because the scale
of the spray is several orders of magnitude larger than the scale of the interdrop
distance, and practical information is always sought at the scale of the spray. Thus,
other strategies must be used to calculate the dynamics of the collections of drops in
a flow.
The strategy proposed here is to categorize the multitude of scales in a spray
into two classes : the macroscale  and the microscale.  The macroscale  is the scale
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.associated with the scale of the spray, whereas the microscale is that associated with
the interdrop interaction. It is proposed that in a first step each scale be studied
* uncoupled fkom the other and that ultimately they be coupled in a model that will
l encompass the entire spray. One of the earliest attempts to consider the effect  of the
rnicroscale  upon the macroscale  has been made by Chiu and his coworkers[17]  , [18] ,
who introduced a characteristic number to qualify the drop interaction, however the
evaporation rate used in its calculation was that of the single, isolated drop and so the
calculation gave a qualitative estimate rather than a quantitative result. Modeling
of the ticroscale  in terms of collections of drops has been performed by 13ellan and
Cuffel  [19] , Bellan and Harstad [20] ,[21] ,[22], by Harstad and Bellan[23]  , [24] ,
and by Yang and Sichel  [25] . In the models of Yang and Sichel,  evaporation of the
drops is calculated only in the dilute regime, the assumption having been made that
in the dense regime the interstitial gas is saturated. Thus the thermodynamics and
the dynamics of the drops are uncoupled
What will be described in the following are studies of collections of drops where
the dynamics and thermodynamics of the drops are coupled. This means that the
modification of the drag force due to the drop number density, the evaporation rate
. ’ and the slip velocity are all taken into account. In turn, the enhancement in the
evaporation rate due to the slip velocity, and the hindering of evaporation due to the
drop proximity are also part of the models.
2 Clusters of Monodisperse Single-component Drops
in Axial Flows
-*
-*
It has often been argued that from the thermodynamic point of view, a cluster of
drops behaves in fact as one large drop of the same dimension as the cluster, having
an evaporation rate which is the sum of the evaporation rates of all drops at the
periphery of the cluster. Models uncoupling the dynamics and the thermodynamics
of interacting drops, such as [25] , support this assumption. Their results show
that clusters of drops burn with an external flame sustained by fuel vapor supplied
by the drops located at the cluster boundary. This vaporization sheet propagates
inward from the boundary of the cluster as the cluster shrinks, the outermost drops
disappearing before the immediately adjacent drops start evaporating.
2.1 General Results
The physical picture of the cluster of drops as an equivalent large drop is not sup
ported by results obtained with models coupling dynamics and thermodynamics of
interacting drops, such as [26] . In this model, the evaporation rate is calculated using
the concept of the “sphere of influence” [19] . By definition, each drop is surrounded
by a fictitious sphere of influence centered at the drop’s center and having for radius
3
the half distance between the centers of two adjacent drops. Thus, the cluster vol-
ume is the volume of all spheres of influence plus the volume between the spheres of
l influence. The drops have both an axial velocity in the direction of the motion of4
the entire cluster with respect to a frame of reference located outside of the cluster,
and a radial velocity with respect to the center of the cluster. It is assumeci that this
radial velocity induces a self-similar radial motion [23] .
While the flame establishes at the cluster periphery, just as in [25] , Fig. 2a,
reproduced from [26] shows that for dense clusters of drops only a fraction of fuel has
burned at the time when the drops have completely evaporated ; and this fraction
decreases as the air/fuel mass ratio,@ 0, decreases. Figure 2b , also reproduced from
[26] , displays the ratio of the fiel mass burned fraction to the fraction of fuel mass
that escaped the cluster evaluated at the drop disappearance. These plots show that
in the dense regime only a fraction of the evaporated fuel can escape from the cluster
before the drops dkxippear,  and that with increasing air/fuel mass ratio this fraction
reaches asymptotically unity, in agreement with the classical, isolated drop theory.
When @o is smaller, (jB/fFl)R=o is smaller because more fiel is ejected. from the
cluster, making the flame stronger and increasing its distance from the cluster. .This
. ’ vigorous burning reduces the drop lifetime, leaving a larger amount of fuel vapor to
be burned. The same effect explains why the values of (~B/~Fl)~4  are smaller for
turbulence model 2, which represents a stronger turbulence at the cluster boundary
than that of turbulence model 1. The findings of Bellan and Harstad [26] agree with
the experimental observations of Koshland  [27] which show that when a collection
of drops bums, fuel vapor is still present after the drop have completely evaporated.
This general result is independent of the turbulence model used to describe transport
at the cluster boundary, as illustrated in Fig.2.
2.2 Electrostatically Charged Clusters of Drops
The difference in the parameters controlling the dynamics of dense and dilute clusters
of drops is also evident in Fig.3 reproduced from Harstad and Bellan [23] where the
dispersion of electrostatically charged drops is studied. It is seen that electrostatic
charging has no effect on the evaporation time of dilute clusters of drops whereas
it considerably reduces the lifetime of drops in dense clusters. The charge ratio
is calculated with respect to the maximum charge that a drop may sustain before
Rayleigh instability occurs ; this charge was shown by Kelly [28] to be (qi)w =4*4 (7.34 x 10-’’coul cm-’)~, where Ii? is the drop initial radius. In the dilute regime,
the drops are too far apart for the electrostatic charge to make an impact on the
drop motion, and thus there is no change in the evaporation time. In contrast,
the electrostatic force afbcts the motion of the drops contributing a source term
proportional to the drop number density in the radkd slip and gas energy ccmservation
equations. Since the drop velocity is a solution of the radial slip conservation equation,
and since the evaporation rate is enhanced both by the increased velocity and by
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the increased rad!us of the sphere of influence as the drops repel each ckher,  the
evaporation time decreases dramatically. For a charge ratio of unity, the decrease in
the evaporation time in the very dense spray regime, beyond that of the asymptotic
l t
value obtained in the very dilute regime, may be only an artifact since the exact value
of the maximum charge, as defined above, has been experimentally derived and has
no theoretical basis.
3 Clusters of Monodisperse Multi-comp,onent  Drops
in Axial Flows
Studks  of isolated drops of multi-component fuels in convective flows [29], [30], have
revealed that liquid mass diffusion plays an important role in the evaporation of the
volatile from the drop. The mechanism through which this occurs is the formation
of a circulatory motion inside the drop (in the form of Hill vortices) resulting from
the shear induced by the slip velocity at the drop surface. It is this circulatory
motion which reduces the large characteristic time (with respect to the drop lifetime)
.’ associated with liquid mass diffusion, so that this time becomes shorter than the drop
lifetime, and thus contributes to the interplay of phenomena deciding the fate of the
volatile.
The results of Harstad and Bellan [24] show that whereas liquid mass diffusion
is still important for very dilute clusters of drops, when the volatility of the solute
is much larger than that of the solvent (for all practical purposes it is infinite with
respect to that of the solvent), liquid mass diffusion is not an important phenomenon
for dense or very dense clusters of drops. This is because dense clusters of drops
cannot sustain slip velocities with respect to the gas due to the large surface area
that they expose to the flow (since the drop number density is large). The large
drag force reduces the slip velocity in a time scale that is much smaller than the
drop lifetime, and thus shear cannot establish at the drop surface. In absence of
shear, there is no circulatory motion inside the drop and the time scale of liquid
mass diffusion is again large with respect to the drop lifetime. In this situation, it is
no longer mass diffusion which controls evaporation of the volatile, and instead it is
surface layer stripping which determines the volatile evaporation rate ; in fact, the
volatile evaporates at the same rate as the solvent.
The model yielding these results is based upon the definition of a characteristic-s- *
number, Be a -[R/(Dm~l)]05(dR/dt),  where zq is the velocity of the vortex motion
inside the drop, R is the drop radius, and D~ is the coefficient of mass diffusion in the
liquid. When Be <<1, diffusion into the boundary layer governs the rat~! Of species
transfer from the liquid core to the drop surface with subsequent transfer from the
drop surface occurring through evaporation. The overall rate of volatile evaporation
is governed by the lower of the diffusion rate and the evaporation rate because these
are sequential processes. When Be >> 1, volatile transfer from the liquid core to
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the boundary layer is no longer controlled by diffusion into the boundary layer, but
instead by surface layer stripping. In this case, transfer of volatile from the drop
core to the gas is controlled by the higher rate between the diffusion rate and drop
regression rate because these are competitive process.
Figure 4, reproduced from [24] , shows precisely this behavior with Be rapidly
increasing to very large values for small air/fuel mass ratios and being 0(],) – 0(10)
for moderate to large air/fuel mass ratios. The first situation corresponds to dense
clusters of drops whereas the second situation corresponds to dilute clusters of drops.
Consistently, Fig. 5, reproduced from the same reference, shows that the mass fraction
of the volatile remains frozen inside the drop when the initial drop (and slip velocity,
since the gas is iritially  at rest) is small, corresponding to typical velocities sustained
by clusters of drops. When this slip velocity is increased to a value much larger than
that sustained by clusters of drops, being however more representative of slip velocities
sustained by isolated drops, Fig.6 shows that the volatile profile is no longer frozen in
the dilute regime, and thus that liquid mass diffusion starts playing a role. Even with
this unrealistically large initial slip velocity, the volatile liquid mass fraction stays
frozen practically during the entire drop lifetime ; the initial decrease corresponds
to the time taken by the slip velocity to relax. The rapid relaxation of the slip
velocity for dense clusters of drops is illustrated in Fig. 7 for initial slip velocities
representative of clusters.
4 Clusters of Drops in Vertical Flows
Vorticrd  flows are of general practical interest for drop-laden flows. This configuration
also represents the typical turbulent element in any realistic flow, and thus it is of
academic interest as well.
4 . 1  M o n o d i s p e r s e  C l u s t e r s  o f  E v a p o r a t i n g  D r o p s  in Vertical
Flows
-*
-*
The model of Bellan and Harstad  [31] addresses the dynamics and evaporation of
clusters of monodisperse,  uniformly distributed drops embedded into large, coher-
ent vortices such’ as those encountered in the shear layer of a spray. The vortex is
assumed to be cylindrical and infinite, and uniformity is assumed in the axial direc-
tion. The model uses the concept of the sphere of influence as described above, but
the drop motion is no longer assumed to be self-similar as in the axial flow studies.
Drops and gas move in general at different velocities which are the solutions of the
radkl and azimuthal momentum equations. These equations are solved by assum-
ing that each velocity component can be decomposed into an irrotational  motion
(~.,  Ago, &,, &, where the subscript g is for g=, r is for radi~ direction, d is for
drop, and 0 is for azimuthal direction) and a solid body rotation (139,, B@, Bd,, Ba).
6
The centrifugal motion of the gas and drops results in the formation ,of a cylindrical
drop shell representing the cluster volume. The inner vortex core is thus devoid of
drops and contains only the initial gas and the fuel vapor left behind by the expanding
‘4 cluster. The details of the model are presented in [31] .
Figure 8, reproduced from [31], displays the evaporation time, the ratio of the
final cluster volume to the initial cluster volume, and the shell thiclmess  ratio as
well as the shelI thickness. Calculations performed with null or small initial drop
solid body rotation could not be continued farther into the dense regime (see Fig.8)
because saturation was obtained before complete evaporation. This was an initial
indication of the importance of B% in the dense regime. In the dilute regime, it turns
out that B~d is more important than B$ in determining the evaporation time, The
cluster volume increase with decreasing air/fuel mass ratio because the larger liquid
mass increases the centrifugal force yielding more expansion. The solid body rotation
has a major impact on cluster expansion ; as seen in Fig.8, when there is no solid
body rotation there is no expansion in the dilute regime and the small expansion
in the dense regime is due to the irrotational  motion. The irrotational motion and
the solid body rotation have opposite effects on the drops because the irrotational
. ’ motion tends to pack the drops whereas the solid body rotation tends to pull the
cluster apart. Thus, when there is no solid body rotation, the shell thickness ratio
stays smaller than unit y for all air/fuel mass ratios. The largest cluster expansions
and the largest shell thickness ratios are obtained with the largest B% .The decrease
in the shell thickness ratio with increasing air/fuel mass ratio is attributed to the
fact that A$Jo > A% and thus irrotational  motion is transferred from the gas to the
drops ; for increasing @ 0, the same momentum is transferred to less mass resulting
in a larger increase of & versus the residual drop radius. Therefore, the drops are
centrifuged with more packing and the shell stays thinner.
The above discussion also explains why it is also found that the centrifugation of
drops in small clusters is characterized by drop packing and shell-thinning, whereas
centrifugation  of drops in large clusters is characterized by drop dispersion and shell-
thickening : in the first case most of the drops reside in the part of the cluster
controlled by the irrotational motion, whereas in the second case most of the drops
reside in the part of the cluster controlled by the solid body rotation.
Figure 9, also reproduced from [31] shows the correlation between the volume
ratio and the shell thickness ratio with St which was here based upon the average
azimuthal drop velocity and upon the cluster radius. Since the drop stay confined+ l
inside the vortex, results were obtained only for St s 0(1). Consistent with the
results of Crowe and his coworkers [13] , [14] , the interaction between drops and
gas can be entirely quantified in terms of St. The results of Fig.9 show that this is
true even for dense clusters of drops, and even when these drops evaporate. As an
indication, the evaporation time is also displayed in Fig.9,  and, as expected, it does
not correlate with St .
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4.2 Monodisperse Clusters of Burning Drops in Vertical Flows “
The model of Bellan and Harstad [31] , has further been used by Fichot  et al. [32] to
study the unsteady combustion of a cluster of drops inside a vortex.
Similar to the quasi-steady study for drops in axial flows, it was found that the
fraction of fuel burned decreases with decreasing air/fuel mass ratio, as shown in
Fig.10a. Figure 10b illustrates the fraction of fuel burnt for different l?% . The fact
that the variation of the fuel bu&-md fraction is not monotonic with B% is evidence of
the complex interaction between the drops’ dynamics and the flame. When the initial
drop tangential velocity is larger, the incipient flame is closer to the cluster. However,
the larger centrifugal motion brings the drops closer to the flame, and produces a heat
sink at that location. “As a result. ignition might be delayed, as shown in Fichot et
al.[32]  . After an initial transient, this cooling effect is overcomed, and the substantial
amount of fuel vapor that has accumulated and mixed with oxidizer near the cluster
initiates a premixed flame. Thus, initially the flame has a bimodal  (premixed and
diffusion) character, as shown by plots of the reaction rate versus position presented
in Fichot  et al. [32] . Initially, the fraction of fuel burned increases with B~e because
the shorter distance between the flame and the cluster results in an increased diffusion
flux of fuel to the region outside the cluster. In time, the larger outward drop velocity
allows less fuel to escape from the cluster, and the drops become again closer to the
flame , thus creating a heat sink. These effects are alternatively present during the
combustion process, and there is a critical value of B~e for which the initial ignition
delay is too long to enable a significant amount of fuel to be burned by the time the
drops have evaporated (see Fig.10b).  Similarly, there is an optimal value of B~O for
which the fraction of burned fuel is maximum, as seen in Fig.10b  where this value is
400 s-l for the conditions of the calculation.
5 Summary and Conclusions
The results presented here illustrate the importance of including the coupling betwem
dynamics and thermodynamics when studying the behavior of evaporating or burning
clusters of interacting drops. The same conclusion is expected to hold when any heat
and/or mass transfer occurs between the two phases.
In the context of drop interactions, this coupling is responsib~e  ,for a cluster of
drops not acting as a single, isolated drop of same size as the cluster, and for qual-
itatively different phenomena controlling the evaporation of the volatile and solvent
for binary-fuel drops in dense and dilute clusters. For clusters of drops embedded in
vortices, it is found that the evaporation time is controlled by different characteris-
tics of the motion when the drops belong to dense or dilute clusters. Flames  around
clusters of drops, such as have been observed experimentally, are found to have a
burning efficiency depending strongly of the dynamics of the drops in a cluster which
is strongly coupled to the drop number density.
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The challenge for future work is to be able to embed submodels, such as those
dkcussed  above, into practical spray calculations
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Figure 5. Variation of the liquid mass fraction of the volatile with the resiclual
drop ~adius for several initial &/fuel mass ratios for a strong turbulence case;
qa =  1 0 0 0  K, T“ = 3 5 0  K, Ygv,c = 0.02, % = 200 ~/s, @ = 3 ~) ~ =
2 x 10 -3 cm, Y:vo = O; No. 2-GT/n-decane.
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the solute with the nondi-Figure 6. Variation of the liquid mass fraction of
mensional radius of the drop for several initial air/fuel mass ratios for a strong
turbulence case; pa = 1000 K, q. = 350 K, u:= 1000 m/s, y%.= 0, v!”,.
 =
~
at 0.02, %’ = 3 cm, ~ =“ 2 x 1 0-3 %; No. 2-GT/n-decane.
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Figure 8. Variation of the evaporation time, volume ratio, final shell thickness
d** and shell thickness ratio versus the initial air/fuel mass ratio. ~. = 1000 K,
~~ = 350 K, Y:VO = 0,ti=2x 10-3 m@=l.Om,  ~. =0.25 cTYqpl=
0.734 g/cm3 Cp = 0 .241  caZ/gK, CPF. = 0.4 cal/gK, Lb = 73”92 ~~/g”
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Figure9.  Vtiation  of theevaporation  time, volmeratio,  fidshellthichess
and shell ratio with the initial Stokes number for initially dense clusters of drops.
T~a = 1000 K, 7’” = 350 K, Y#vO s 0, @ = 1.0 ~, @ = 0.25 ~, ~0 = ~o =
o, p, = 0.734 g/cm3, Cp = 0.241 cal/gK, Cpiv = 0.4 c;/gK, Lh = 73:92 cd~g.
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Figure 10. (a) Fraction of the initial mass of fuel that has burned, as a function
of time, for different air/ fuel mass ratios, and (b) fraction of the initial mass of
fuel that has burned as a function of time, for different initial drop spinning rates.
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